Elements Video

Summary
Showing the movie DESIGN: The Elements, introduces the next unit of study to the students.

Main Core Tie
Interior Design 1
Strand 3 Standard 1

Time Frame
1 class periods of 30 minutes each

Group Size
Individual

Life Skills
Employability

Materials
- DESIGN: The Elements video (Learning Zone Express)
- Television
- VCR
- video worksheet

Background for Teachers
Teachers should be aware of what the elements of design are. Included with the video worksheet is an informational guide that goes over the main points of design and what the elements of design consist of. This guide is very useful as an introduction for teachers that need a refresher.

Student Prior Knowledge
Since this video just acts as an introduction to the unit, students should not need any prior knowledge of the subject in order to succeed.

Intended Learning Outcomes
After the video, students should have a basic knowledge of what the elements of design are so that in future lecture/discussions they are aware that each topic of discussion is an element of design.

Instructional Procedures
Make copies of the video worksheet included with the video. Hand out copies before you start the video and have students complete the worksheet as they view the video. Once the video is over, correct the worksheet as a class, using the discussion time to further introduce the students to the concept of the elements of design.

Strategies for Diverse Learners
The struggling student could be asked to simply write down the 4 different elements of design that are discussed in the video.
Assessment Plan
Use the teacher’s key included in the video package to correct the video worksheet that the students complete as they view the movie.
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